How Teampay Empowers
Distributed Teams
To ensure distributed teams are set up for
success, companies need to put the right tools
in place so employees can do their best work
from anywhere. Shared corporate cards don’t
work for a remote workforce and employees may
be hesitant to put purchases on their own cards for
reimbursement later.
Teampay is the only spend management platform built
for distributed employees to spend with confidence,
wherever they are – while giving Finance real-time
visibility and upfront controls.

Make purchases from anywhere
With Teampay, employees are empowered to
make purchases no matter where they are. When a
purchase request is approved, Teampay creates a
unique virtual card that’s limited to each request –
meaning you have full control over spending.

Optimize the employee experience
Implementing a new solution often requires time
and effort to coordinate training across a remote
workforce. Teampay’s conversational interface,
accessible by web app or through Slack, seamlessly
guides employees through the buying process
– making onboarding a breeze and accelerating
product adoption.

Increase visibility and agility

Automate manual processes
Finance teams spend a lot of time coding purchases,
asking for clarification, and tracking down receipts.
This is even more challenging when employees
are remote. With upfront coding and automated
receipt upload reminders, Teampay eliminates days
of manual work, freeing Finance teams to focus on
strategic projects and employees to continue their
work without interruption.

Drive policy without slowing
employees down
As companies adjust to market changes, so does
their purchasing policy. Teampay enables finance
teams to rollout policy change in a single sentence.
Companies can quickly adapt to internal or external
changes, without disrupting employees.

Real-time visibility is essential for Finance and
approvers so they can make decisions quickly
and provide strategic input at a moment’s notice.
Teampay gives visibility into spend as it’s occurring,
instead of after-the-fact, helping Finance prevent
common problems like duplicate subscriptions.
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